


 The five albums which I released between 2011 and 2017 revolved around certain 
themes, such as frozen landscapes (Arctic Sunrise), female energy (Equilibrium), the 
wonders of the universe (Stardust), to name a few. 

 This time, I have chosen to write music that is closer to myself; music which describes 
memories and feelings that left an imprint on my heart for ever. Among this collection 
of small treasures, you will find a song that I wrote at the age of 14 and which has been 
orchestrated for the very first time after all these years. Working on this piece felt like a 
journey into the past during which I relived many of my childhood sensations. ‘Where 
the Heart Belongs’ is a small window to my youth.  ‘To the Heavens’ was inspired by a 
poem by my mother in which she describes the two poplar trees that stood behind our 
house. I remember how she used to stand on the balcony silently watching the leaves 
rustle in the wind... .  I could fill this booklet with more stories and memories, but I 
prefer to let my music speak for itself.
     
 ‘Small Treasures’ was recorded with a string quartet - all of whom are member of 
André Rieu’s Johann Strauss Orchestra - supplemented with a very select number of  
guest artists, such as Grammy nominated Canadian flautist Ron Korb, Irish  
singer songwriter Chanele McGuinness and Brazilian soprano coloratura and 
guitarist Carla Maffioletti.

 By featuring some of my favourite poetry and personally painted artwork in this  
booklet, I hope to give a little piece of my inner self to those who appreciate my music.

 With love and gratitude,  

 Kerani



Album Description
Small Treasures is a collection of musical inspirations which found their 

origin in emotions and experiences that have touched and affected Kerani’s life.  
Pieces based on ancestry, history, poetry, dreams and fantasy have been moulded 

into an auditory and visual self-portrait. 
Whereas most compositions on this album are newly written, others that had been lying 

in the drawer for years, were dusted off and (re-)orchestrated. 

 Kerani’s piano playing, adorned with unpretentious arrangements played 
by a string quartet, and the appearance of a select number of guest musicians create 

an intimate, yet enchanting atmosphere on this album.  

Genre: neo-classical



Temple of Roses

 Her voice is like clear water
That drips upon a stone
In forests far and silent

Where Quiet plays alone

 Her thoughts are like the lotus
Abloom by sacred streams
Beneath the temple arches

Where Quiet sits and dreams

 Her kisses are the roses
That glow while dusk is deep

In Persian garden closes
Where Quiet falls asleep 

    

Original title “A Fantasy” by Sara Teasdale    
    (1884-1933)



Fields of Hungary

“Beautiful home, upon 
thy wide-spread plain
Expands a waving field  
of golden grain,
Whereon the mirage plays, 
O country dear,
Knowest thou still, 
thy son, now pining 
here?
[…]”

From “Hazámban” - poem by  
Petöfi Sándor (1823-1849)



思わぬ方に宿をこそ訪え
花に行く心や我を忘るらん
救済

On an unfamiliar path,
I seek a nearby lodging.
Blossoms beckon me,
Maybe I have forgotten

Myself for my heart?
Monk Kusai (1282-1376 AD)

Sakura



Fantasy in White

Her ivory hands 
on the ivory keys

Strayed in a fitful fantasy,
Like the silver gleam when 

the poplar trees
Rustle their pale leaves  

listlessly,
Or the drifting foam 

of a restless sea
When the waves show their 

teeth in the flying breeze.
[...]

 
  “In The Gold Room”, Oscar Wilde  

    (1854 - 1900)



Celtic Mystery

I am the wind which breathes upon the sea, 
I am the wave of the ocean, 

I am the murmur of the billows, 
I am the ox of the seven combats, 
I am the vulture upon the rocks, 

I am a beam of the sun, 
I am the fairest of plants, 
I am a wild boar in valor, 
I am a salmon in the water, 

I am a lake in the plain, 
I am a word of science, 

I am the point of the lance of battle, 
I am the God who created in the head the fire

[...]

   

 From the “Song of Amhairghin”



Garden of Dreams

My heart is a garden of dreams
Where you walk when day is done,

Fair as the royal flowers,
Calm as the lingering sun.

Never a drouth comes there,
Nor any frost that mars,

Only the wind of love
Under the early stars,—

The living breath that moves
Whispering to and fro,

Like the voice of God in the dusk
Of the garden long ago. 

Bliss Carman (1861-1929)



Where the Heart Belongs

Ancestors...
their existence

like a horizon of dissolution
their souls enshrined in my own

Kerani



Echo of our Souls

Where are you now, my other self?  
Are you awake in the silence of the night?  

Let the clean breeze convey 
to you my heart’s every beat and affection

“A Lover’s Call xxvii” - Kahlil Gibran (1883-1931)



To the Heavens

 Just like twins holding hands,
Two trees in the garden
Stand tall and slender
Their agile branches reaching for the same goal
They look up to the heavens
While a nearby willow watches them with envy
 Their lives are not spared from hardship
Uttering frightening sounds and shaking heavily
in the summer storms
But like true heroes, they stand their ground
and straighten up when danger subsides
 Gazing upwards with their leafy crowns
“Look”, they say quiveringly,
“Soon, we will be able to touch God’s arms.”

Written by my mother, Ruff Roza (1935-2015) - Original Hungarian title “Égig érö nyárfák”.



Reflections of the Heart

 Has my heart gone to sleep?
Have the beehives of my dreams
stopped working, the waterwheel
of the mind run dry,
scoops turning empty,
only shadow inside?

 No, my heart is not asleep.
It is awake, wide awake.
Not asleep, not dreaming—
its eyes are opened wide
watching distant signals, listening
on the rim of vast silence.

“Has My Heart Gone To Sleep” by Antonio Machado (1875-1939)
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